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Abstract

This letter reports on the first spectroscopic detection of HeH, the simplest

excimer molecule that can exist. HeH* is produced in electronically excited

states in reactions between He and H_ excited selectively by Synchrotron

> 11) state. HeH- emits aradiation into the C F! (v1 > 1) or B IT (v

broad characteristic fluorescence continuum between 200 and 400 nm which

2,
is attributed to B

rare gas hydrides.
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1. Introduction

HeH is one of the smallest molecular Systems. Due to its simple electronic

l 2
configuration it attracts theoretical interest since many years ' . Its

ground state is strongly repulsive, but already 20 years ago, a detailed

molecular orbital calculation predicted that many strongly bound excited

states exist . The main contribution to the bond is the polarization of

the He atom by the H core which gets very efficient if H penetrates the
j t

electronic cloud of He. For the lowest excited states, A £ and B H, a
2

binding energy of - 2 e\t was predicted . In the meantime, more sophisticated

ab initio calculations underlined the existence of bound excited states .

To the best of our knowledge, up to now no experimental euidence of bound

excited states of HeH was found. The same is true for the other rare gas

hydrides with the only exception of ArH, Johns reported on infrared fluores-

2 2 +•
cence bands in a gas discharge which he ascribed to a n * I transition

of ArH. Very recently, Sadeghi et al. assigned a fluorescence continuum

in the UV region which is generated in reactiue collisions of thermal Ar

metastables with H_ to ArH emission.

In this paper, we report on the first spectroscopic proof of the existence

of rather long lived excited states of HeH. They lead to broad UU bound-

free fluorescence continua terminating at X t. Similar results were also

obtained for the other rare gas hydrides and will be published elsewhere .

Here we concentrate on HeH which is most important from the theoretical

point of view, especially in view of the various calculations of H_ + He

surfaces and interactions.



2. Experiment

Electronically excited HeH moleculeu uicre obtained froni Elementary react.ions

of the type

He + H* HeH* + H CD

in H„ duped He. The pressures ranqed beLwieen 0 and 10 torr (H?) and l and

20 tun (He). Primary excitation of H- was performed optically with Synchro-

tron radiatinn at the cxperimental set-up SUPERLUMI at HASYtAB wluch is

described in dctail elsewhere ' . The spectral resolution of excitation

was sufficiently high for rot.ationally selective excitation of H (O.G07 nm

< A* < 0.25 nm).

In fig. l, calculated potential curves of HeH and those H? potential curves

wihich are important in view cf this paper are plottcd in a commün energy

scale. Assuminq optical excitotion, it immediately follows from fig. l,

that H,, has to be excited either into high vibrational levels of Llie B state

or into the C state. Iherefore, excitation wavelengths below the LiK cut-off"

are requircd. For this reason, the gas cell used was not equipped with the

uüual LiF entrance window for the exciting light but with a thin In window

(thickness 10D nm).

The fluoreücertce light was analysed at right angle to the exciting beam

either with a high flux toroidal grating VUV monochrumator or another high

flux monochromator for the UV and visible spectral ränge. The band pass

of analysis (fwhm) is given in the respective fiqures.

The data were recorded with single photon countinq techniques. Exploitinq

the unique time sLructure of Synchrotron radiation (at HASYLAR: excitation

pulses with a fwhm of ~ 150 ps at a repetition rate of 4 MHz during our

Experiment) fluorescence was recorded only mithin a short time window (~ 10 ns)

immediately following the excitation pulses. The length of the time window

roughly corresponds to the lifetime of the emitLing state. In this way,

the siqnal-tc-noise rat io was improved substantially.

Kesults and Oisuuüuiun

3.1 Fluorescence spectra and exuitatiun

ig. 2 yields fluorescencc spectra ivhich are observed following selcctivt;

l•n täte of H- in a mixttire nf .3 torrexcitation of" \i' -2, 3, 4 of the C

H. and 20 torr He. Thu spectra are corrected for the spectral characteristics

of the monochromator and the detector.

For tlie loweut excitation energy, a broad, asymmetric cont.inuum is observed

with a maximum at 235 nm. With increasing excitation energy, the cuntinuum

Further broadens and shifts to shnrter wauelengLMs. Für v' - 4 excitatiun

it already reaches the cut-off of the transmission of the monochromator

used (dashed part of the curves). The statistics of the curves suffer from

the luw counting rates (~ 10 ... 30 cps).

The ohserued apectra are ascribed to the decay of HeH created via (1). Among

the twu HeH excited states (A L~ and B H) which have to he taken into

consideration äs emitting states (see fig. 1), wie prefer to aacribü the

emission to R H > X 2* tronsitions;. Juhns showed that the A 2+ state

of ArH strongly predissociates. Due to the great similarities amonq the

rare gas hydride electronic structure the same may hold also for HeH (pre-

dissociation of A Z into the repulsive ground state is fully allowed).

Further details of the fluorescence spectra will be discussed below,

It must be pointed out very clearly, that in the wauelength ränge nf the

observed emission, in, e.q., gas discharyeü, the well known a E -* b L

continuum of H? is emitted, too . Thuugh optical excitation of H« in the

H„/He mixture^ used primanly terminates at ungerade singlet states, one has

to take into consideration collision inciuced intersystem crossing (ISC), leading

to the population of the H„ a £ state and its subsequent emission. The

results presented now, however, strongly support our assingment of the observed

fluorescence continuum to HeH.

In fiq. 3 we present exeitation spectra of the fluorescence emitted in the

wavelength interval 210 - 350 nm. The lower curve was obtained from 5 torr

H, without He. All the observed lines can be aücnbed to N? transitions.

The strongest signal at 95.8 nm, e.y-, is due to M, X T, -+ CMQ) l excita-
10 9 u

tion . Though the contamination of H by N- was small « 200 ppm), the



N? excitatinn lines show up benause they lead tu the allowcd C ' 'L -*•

and b Jl -* a L transitions duch emit within the wavelenqth interval cf
u 1D g

observation . Follawing primary excitation of H, itself, no emission between

210 and 350 nm was observed. This shows that even at the rclatively hiqh

gas pressure used, the collision induced intersystem crossing cnn be negleL-tcd

(pure H.).

In the presence of He (upper curve; 20 tau He + U.3 torr H?) clearly the

rotational bands of the C It state ( u * = 2, 3, 4. 5; v ' - l very weak)

are resolved. No signol is observed under v ' = 0 excitat ion- Additionally

to the C state, rotational bands of the B state ( v ' 2. H) are observed,

however with smaller intensity. For comparison purposes, varinus band head
Q

ugavelengths of the Q and the C state are marked in f'ig. !>

The excitation spectrum clearly yields a threshnlri fnr the pnpulation nf

the emittinq state. In the crudest approximation one might take the energy

of v' = 1 of the H? C-state äs threshnld energy. It. correlates well with

the theoretical prediction for the energetical threshold nf the elementary

reactinn (1) which can be deduced from the calculated potcntial curves .

This is a sträng support for nur assignment of the observed emission. Con-

cerning the other rare gas/H? Systems, they all yield a clear nnset behauiour

of rare gas hydride emission, too . The individual onscts, huweuer, are

markedly different in ayreement with the different binding energies rjf the

emitting states involved. Concerning the IL/Ar System we want to point out

that the threshold uf the emission ascribed to the ArH molecule is sigmficantly

below the minimum of the H? a £"*" state , in agreement with the ilata of

4
Sarleqhi et al. .

From the observed onsets and the well known dissuciation limits of the rare

? l 2
gas hydride B K states (He S + H* P; the binding energies of the B-states

can be estimated. Results are given in table l and nompared with theoretical

predirtions. Concerning HeH, tiwo values, namely Dg = 1.94 eV and 2.2 eV

are available (well depths). The experimental value D^ = (2.05 +_ 0.1) eV

(dissociation energy of the B-state) is in guod agreement.

Now wie may comment on the sper.tral distribution of HeH emission for different

excitotion energies (fig. 2). Following H2 C (v 1 _ 2) exci tat ion near to

the threshold, in the subsequent elementary reaction (1) predominantly HeH

B (v 1 = 0) molecules are proikiced. fhe decay of such vihrntionally relaxed

molecules into a stronyly repulsive final state leads to a broad single

centered band in aqreement with observation. We should also mention, that

fluorescenne frnm the energetically nearest level v ' _ 3 uf the H,-a £+

g *- 9

state looks completely different .

With increasing excitation eneryy, higher vibrational levels nf the HeH

Ü-state may be populated. Ihis explains the nbserued broadening. The observed

shift tn shorter wavelenqths is nscribed tu an effect of FC-factnrs and

the v -dependence of the transitian probabilities.

3.2 Cruss scction of HeH formstinn

Fig. 4 shows a fluorescence spectrum of 10 torr He duped with 0.3 torr H„

including the VUV spectral ränge. The excitation wauelength nf 96.5 nm (üA =

0.2!> nm) correspnnds to the strongest rotational line !J' = 2) of H, C ( v 1 -

2). Hnmever, üimultaneously also .1' < 2 of H? C ( v ' - 2) and J' - 2, 3 of

H„ B ( v 1 = 12) are exnited with the chosen bandwidth of excitation. Due

to the low counting rates, the spectral resolution of the fluorescence spec-

trum nnuld not bc improved to resolue details of the VUV H? emission. Both

buund-bound C -*• X transitions around 120 nm and bound-free fluorescence

of the B-state around 160 nm, emitted at large internuclear distances, are

,11 - t ^observed (.curve ( a ) ) .

The strony lines in curve (a) around 240 and 260 nm are second arder light.

Using a filter of air (curve (b) ) they are absent. Then only the HeH continuum

is obserued. It is interesting to note that in the second order spectrum,

due to the doubled spectral resolutinn, the transition Hg C (\i' - 2) -*•

X (y" - 5, 6) are clearly resolved whereas they merge one into each other

i n first order.

The intensity ratio of H„ and HeH Tluorescence gives a rouyh estimate of

the total cross section, c , of the reaction

He
HeH B (2 )

The FC-factors of H_ C -> X and B -> X transitions are knouun well enough12

to calculate the total H? fluorescence intensity from the obserued part

of the spectrum. [\eglecting additional quenchinn of H9 and HeH fluorescence

(which is justified in viewi of the low gas pressures used), the ratin of

the fluoresccnce intensitites is then given by



W\ V rrad (3)

"r- is the rate of formot ion of HeH. P , is the rad ia t ive decay rote uf
f rad '

the primarily excited l L mnlecule which uios meosured separately. F obtained

from (3 ) is f i n a l l y converLed into o_ using classical k ine t i c expressions.
7

As a result we obtaino, - (i.6 + 1) fl for the C ( v 1 = 2) s tale . Ihis is

an average value concerning the rotational quan tum number ( J 1 <_ 5). It is

ascribed to the C-stote, because thf i C-state rutat ional bands in the exc i ta t io r

spectrum are much stronger Lhan Lhe B state rotational bands (cspecially

t rue For C ( v ' - 2} compared wi th B ( v 1 = 12).

For C ( u 1 - 1) the cross section seems to bc much smaller. Th i s may be ex-

plained in the following way. A more rigorous eva lua t inn of the threshold

for the elementary reaction (2) has to toke into accuunt also endothermic

reoctiuns of particles in the Lall uf the Maxwellian velocity dis tnbut ion

and would place the energetic threshold somewhere between u ' : l and v ' - 2 .

However, it is not the purpose of this paper to discuss these details.

Though the estimate of o is very rough, it is included in this paper , hecouse

its order of maqniturie which is beyond doubt, is important to rule out that

the observed fluorescence around 235 nm is due to emission of the H„ (a £ )
2 9

state. For this purpose we now estimate the cross section for the reaction

H2 C He L .+ He

From the H potentiol curves ( f iq . 1) it fol lows that cullision induced
^ -r

ISfJ of C ( v ' = 2) and a ( £ ) most probably populates v ' - 3 of the a-state

due to the small energetic distance. This is also reasonable in v i e w of

calculated potential surfaces cf the HD + He System . in their paper, Römelt

et ö l . especially present results for He + HD (C H } and of He + HD (a £+},
13 ^both for v ' = D and di f ferent gcumetries . By adding the known vibrat ional

energies we obtain the cnrrespondinq curves for v' - 2 (C-state) and v ' _ 3

(a-state). For the cullinear geometry, these potential curves are shown

in the right part of f ig . 1. They may be a qood estimate for the He + H?

üystem, The potential curues cross one each other at a distance of about

3 S between the He atom and the center of H ? .

Dur ing the collision, the g/u symmetry of the dissociation l imits is destruycd

Ihen spin-orbit and spin-spin interaction leads to a perturbation in the

j ing region, and the reault ing adiabot i r : p o t e n h i n l curves yield an energy

As nn lipper l imi t ue t f i i i t a t i vely took twice the spin-orbit intcrac t i nn

j y , E = 0.3 cm uf the alnms.

The p r o b a h i l i t y for the H ->• n transition dur img one passnge of L he rrnssing

rcgiun iu estimated w i t h the Landau-Zener p r o b o h i l i t y

2AE is the wid th of the qap, AF is the difference of the gradients of the

diabatic potential nurves, and v is thfi r e la t ive velocity of the pnr t i c l es

i n the crossing region. W i t h 2AE _ 0.6 cm
-i

10 ... 10 ms we ob ta in p - 10 lü

This value must be compared wi th the yet unknown probabi l i ty , p,,, of reaction

( 2 ) . As nn estimate, we take the c a l c u l a t e d probability of the direct reaction

Ht + He - HeH+ + H, which is about 10'1 ... 5 x 10~ . T h e estimate is

just i f ied because the potential surfaces of H~ (C) + He and H, -t- He arfi

uery similar (both the C state of H ~ and the B state of HeH are nearly paral le l

to the ionic limits, see f i q . 1). It is obviaus, that the ISC probabili ty

cannot compete w i t h the p robab i l i t y of the chernical reaction. It is interesting

to note that the cross aection uf H ? + He -+ HeH + He, n » l fl , is

2s i m i l a r to uur result, oy = 1,6 H , ascribed to H„ (C) + He •* HeH + H.

In conclusion, the UV fluorescence cont inuum observed fo l lnwing Hi + He

collision is undoubtedly due to the decay uf Hell and thus the f irst experimen-

Lal proof of the existence of this stränge molecule, The continuum cannot

stem frorn the a-state of H- populated du r ing the collision for the following

reasons,

(i) the observed threshold in the excitation spectrüm aqrees well with

the energetic threshold for HeH (B) formation,

(ii) the observed threshulds for the fluorescence continua of the rare

gas Hydrides are rare gas specific , which would be obscure for the

1SC process,

(iii) in Ar/H syytems, the threshold is well below the minimum of the H

a-state, and

(iv) the estimates af the probabilities for the ISC process and the chemical

reaction differ by several Orders of magnitude in favour of HeH formation.
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Figure Captinr

• igure l Potential curves of selected statcs of H„, HeH and HehL. Excitation

' - 2 and resultini] fluorescencc from HeH B Tl > X £to C

are indicated by arrows. Note the change in t.he eneryy scale.

Datn are taken from Refs. 8, l, and 13.

l igure 2 Fluorescenne of HeH (ß n -* X E+) for different excitations

into H C .'l - The spectra are corrected for thc spectral re.sponsc

of the System, belaw 200 nm they ore uncertain due to the cut-of'f

of the responsc function.

FigurR 3 Excitation spectrum üf near UU-fluoresccnce (210 nm - 350 nm)

of pure H ( 5 Tnrr) and a mixture of 0.3 Torr H? and 20 Türr He.

The lines in pure H, are due to N„ impurities (see text).

Figure 4 Fluoresccnce of a mixture of 0.3 Torr H? and 1U Torr He exciled

at 96.5 nm (B £+, v 1 = 12, C S , v 1 = 2). The strong linea

between 200 nm and 300 nm in the upper part are secotid order

lines. The lower spectrum [b) is measured with air äs a short

wavelength tut-off filter and displays the eontinuum of HeH

withnut second order lines of H? emission.
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Table l

Dissociotinn energies (0 ) öl" rare gas hydride B T states (terminatinq

2 , °
at H* ( P ) ) in cumparison with ralculatfid binding energies (D ) ;o) from

Ref. l, b) from Ref. 2.

HeH NeH ArH KrH XeH

D [eV]

thiR wnrk

2.05 1.80 2.9.3 2.9 > 3.6

D [fiVl

thenry

2.20° 1.67e

1.94b
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